
Patient Empowerment

PLAN

TRACTION LC PDSA Form
This form is to submit your TRACTION PDSA form. 

Please select your site below and select "next" to continue to PDSA form. Once the form has been 
completed, please select submit.  

If you have any questions/issues/concerns, please contact Jackie Stratton (jstratton1@bwh.harvard.edu) 
and Jack Ellrodt (jellrodt@bwh.harvard.edu).

Affiliated Site *

Dr. Chatpar and Associates, LLC

PDSA Title *

Month *

December

mailto:jstratton1@bwh.harvard.edu
mailto:jellrodt@bwh.harvard.edu


To have every patient complete a RAPID 3

Patients will complain / not fully engaged , not accurate or thorough

Empower patients, and improve own personal knowledge of their disease - receptionist gives RAPID 3 upon 
arrival

DO

Pt's weren't fully engaged

STUDY

Take time to help patient understand reason for RAPID 3 and how they benefit. 
Patient may be apprehensive to give honest answers.

What is the objective for this cycle? *

What do you predict will happen? *

What is the plan for the cycle? What are the steps to execute the cycle, including data
collection (who, what, where, when)? *

What did you observe? Include descriptions of successful encounters, problems, and other
special circumstances that may or may not have been part of the plan. *

Summarize and analyze the observed results. What did you learn from this cycle? *



Yes

No

Other:

ACT

Encourage patient to become more invested in their treatment/ involve patients in understanding their 
disease better , giving them resources from the arthritis foundation,  encourage self improvement exercises 
through affiliated physical therapists to reach the end goal

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Do the results agree with the predictions you listed in the “Plan” phase? *

What action are you going to take as a result of this cycle? *

Adapt the test

Plan for the next cycle. What changes are needed? If expanding or adapting, what will you do
to continue your learning while beginning to spread the successes? *
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